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Abstract



2. Description of the model and oscillatory states



This paper deals with the dynamics of a system consisting of the Dufﬁng electrical oscillator coupled magnetically and parametrically to a linear mechanical oscillator. Frequency responses and stability boundaries of oscillatory states are obtained using respectively the method of harmonic balance and the Floquet theory. Effects of the parametric modulation of the coupling on frequency responses and stability boundaries are analyzed. Various types of bifurcation sequences are reported.



2.1. Description of the parametric model The model we are dealing with is an electromechanical device shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of an electrical part (Dufﬁng oscillator) coupled magnetically and parametrically to a mechanical part governed by a linear mechanical oscillator. The coupling between both parts is realized through the electromagnetic force due to a permanent magnet. It creates a Laplace force in the mechanical part and a Lenz electromotive voltage in the electrical part. The electrical part of the system consists of a resistor R, an inductor L, a capacitor C and a sinusoidal voltage source, all connected in series. The mechanical part is composed of a mobile beam which can move along the y axis on both sides. The rod T which has the similar motion is bound to a mobile beam with a spring of constant k: In our electromechanical model, the nonlinear term is introduced by considering that the voltage of the capacitor is a nonlinear function of the instantaneous electrical charge q: It can be written as follows:



1. Introduction Recently, a growing interest in the study of the dynamics of two coupled nonlinear oscillators (Dufﬁng and Van der Pol oscillators) or of a nonlinear oscillator coupled to a linear oscillator has been observed [1–9]. This is due to the fact that such models describe various electrical, mechanical and electromechanical systems. As concerns nonlinear electromechanical systems, we studied recently the dynamics of two types of transducers: electrostatic and electrodynamic transducers which both can be used as communication devices (loudspeakers and microphones) or for other purposes in the ﬁeld of engineering [10–13]. Resonant oscillatory states and chaotic behavior were found using analytical treatment and numerical simulations. The coupling coefﬁcients of these models were assumed constant. However in some applications depending on the way the coupling is ensured or voluntary for the engineering purposes, parametric variations of the coupling coefﬁcients may occur, leading to another type of dynamical behavior. Our aim in this paper is mainly to analyze the effects of the parametric coupling on the dynamics, stability boundaries of oscillatory states and bifurcation sequences of a nonlinear electromechanical system. It consists of a Dufﬁng electrical oscillator coupled magnetically and parametrically to a linear mechanical oscillator. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, after describing the physical model and giving the resulting equations of motion, we consider the regular dynamics of the parametric electromechanical system using analytical method. We ﬁnd the harmonic oscillatory states both in the nonlinear and linear cases using the method of harmonic balance. In Section 3, we determine the stability boundaries of the harmonic oscillations using the Floquet theory. The effects of the amplitude of the parametric coupling on the frequency response and stability boundaries of the oscillatory states are analyzed. In Section 4, bifurcation sequences and transitions to chaos are analyzed. We conclude in Section 5. # Physica Scripta 2003



Vc ¼



1 q þ a3 q3 ; Co



ð1Þ



where Co is the linear value of C and a3 is a nonlinear coefﬁcient depending on the type of the capacitor in use. In certain circumstances, some parameters of the electromechanical device can vary with time because of the functioning constraints. This is particularly the case for the parameters of the electromagnetic coupling: i.e. time variations of the magnetic ﬁeld B and the region of electromagnetic action. The time variation can also be ordered voluntarily; e.g. for control purposes. We assume that the time variation is periodic with frequency 2w; so that in non-dimensional units, the system is described by: x€ þ 1 x_ þ x þ x3 þ l1 ð1 þ "1 cos 2wtÞy_ ¼ Eo cos wt; y€ þ 2 y_ þ w22 y  l2 ð1 þ "1 cos 2wtÞx_ ¼ 0;



ð2Þ



where an overdot denotes time derivative and "1 the amplitude of the parametric coupling with 0  "1 < 1: The electrical part (Dufﬁng oscillator) is represented by the variable x while y stands for the mechanical part (linear oscillator). x denotes the instantaneous electrical charge of the capacitor and y the displacement of the mobile beam. 1 and 2 are the damping coefﬁcients of the Dufﬁng electrical oscillator and the linear mechanical oscillator Physica Scripta 67
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R. Yamapi, J. B. Chabi Orou and P. Woafo After some algebraic manipulations, it comes that the amplitudes A and B satisfy the following equations:   81 4 10 27 3 8 27 2 2 9 2  A þ  FA þ  F þ  NM A6 256 16 8 8 h i 9 2 E2 A4 þ 3F3 þ 3FNM  16 o 



   3 2 þ ðF þ NMÞ  FEo A2  F2 þ M2 E2o ¼ 0; 2 2



2







B2 ¼ Fig. 1. The electromechanical transducer.



respectively. The quantities l1 and l2 are the coupling coefﬁcients,  the nonlinear coefﬁcient, w2 is the natural frequency. E0 and w are respectively the amplitude and frequency of the external excitation, while t is the nondimensional time. The model represented by the Fig. 1 is widely encountered in various branches of electromechanical engineering. In particular, in its linear version, it describes the well-known electrodynamic loudspeaker [14]. In this case, the sinusoidal signal eðtÞ represents an incomming pure message. Because of the recent advances in the theory of nonlinear phenomena, it is interesting to consider such an electrodynamic system containing one or various nonlinear components or in the state where one or various of its component react nonlinearly. One such state occurs in the electrodynamic loudspeaker due to the nonlinear character of the diaphragm suspension system resulting in signal distorsion and subharmonics generation [14]. Moreover, the model can serve as servo-command mechanism which can be used for various applications. Here one would like to take advantage of nonlinear responses of the model in manufacturing processes. 2.2. Harmonic oscillatory states We seek for harmonic oscillatory solutions of Eq. (2) by using the harmonic balance method [1]. For this purpose, let us express x and y in the form x ¼ a1 cos wt þ a2 sin wt; y ¼ b1 cos wt þ b2 sin wt:



ð3Þ



Let us set A2 ¼ a21 þ a22 and B2 ¼ b21 þ b22 : Inserting Eqs. (3) in Eqs. (2) and equating the cosine and sine terms separately, we obtain:     3 2 "1 2 1  w þ A a1 þ 1 wa2 þ l1 w 1 þ b2 ¼ Eo ; 4 2     3 "1 w1 a1 þ 1  w2 þ A2 a2  l1 w 1  b1 ¼ 0; 4 2   "1 2 2 ðw2  w Þb1 þ 2 wb2  l2 w 1 þ a2 ¼ 0; 2   "1 2 2 w2 b1 þ ðw2  w Þb2 þ l2 w 1  a1 ¼ 0: ð4Þ 2 Physica Scripta 67
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 3 22 " 2 1 M þ ð1  2 Þ ðF þ A Þ 4  2 : 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 þ NM ½ðw2  w Þ þ 2 w  F þ 4 A



l22 w2 E2o



1 þ 21



2



ð5Þ



Where



F ¼ 1  w2 



  "2 l1 l2 w2 1  1 ðw22  w2 Þ 4 ðw22  w2 Þ2 þ 22 w2 



l1 l2 2 w M ¼ 1 w þ



N ¼ 1 w þ



3



1  "1 2



;



2



ðw22  w2 Þ2 þ 22 w2  2 l1 l2 2 w 3 1 þ " 1 2 ðw22  w2 Þ2 þ 22 w2



;



:



Using the Newton–Raphson algorithm, we ﬁnd A and B when the frequency w is varied. Comparison between analytical and numerical frequency-response curves is provided in Fig. 2. The curves show antiresonance and resonance peaks, hysteresis phenomenon. Analyzing the effects of 1 on the response curves, we ﬁnd two ranges as 1 varies. The ﬁrst range leads to the well-known hysteresis phenomena with two stable and one unstable values of the amplitudes A and B as it appears in Fig. 2. In the second range, we have ﬁve values of A (and B) with three values corresponding to stable oscillations. This is shown in Fig. 3 with the parameters of Fig. 2 (the boundaries of two ranges occurs at "1 ¼ 0:64 with this set of parameters). In the linear case, we have  ¼ 0; (i.e., the capacitor C has the usual linear characteristic function), the frequencyresponse curves are represented in Fig. 4, as "1 increases, the values of the amplitudes A and B decrease. The same is observed in the nonlinear limit where the antiresonant peak (see Fig. 2) decreases as "1 increases. This behavior is requested when the model is used as a vibration absorber [15].



3. Stability of harmonic oscillations The electromechanical model shown in Fig. 1 is physically interesting only so long as their vibrations described by Eqs. (3) are stable. To study the stability of the oscillatory states, let us consider the following variational equations of # Physica Scripta 2003
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Fig. 2. Comparison of analytical and numerical frequency-response curves in the case w2 ¼ 1: (i) corresponding for A vs. w and (ii) for B vs. w with 1 ¼ 0:01; 2 ¼ 0:2; l1 ¼ 0:4; l2 ¼ 0:25;  ¼ 0:4; Eo ¼ 0:2; "1 ¼ 0:5:
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Fig. 4. Effects of the amplitude "1 on the frequency-response curves A vs. w for (i) and B vs. w for (ii) in the linear system, (a) "1 ¼ 0; (b) "1 ¼ 0:25; (c) "1 ¼ 0:5; (d) "1 ¼ 0:9 and the remaining parameters as in Fig. 2.



Eqs. (2) around the oscillatory states given by Eq. (3): is the Floquet theory [1]. Let us then express x and y in the form



x€ þ 1 x_ þ x þ 3x2s x þ l1 ð1 þ "1 cos 2wtÞy_ ¼ 0; y€ þ 2 y_ þ w22 y  l2 ð1 þ "1 cos 2wtÞx_ ¼ 0;



ð6Þ



x ¼ uð!Þ expð"a !Þ;



where xs is the oscillatory state deﬁned by Eqs. (3). The oscillatory states are stable if x and y remain bounded as the time goes up. The appropriate analytical tool to investigate the stability conditions of the oscillatory states



y ¼ vð!Þ expð"b !Þ;



ð7Þ



where "a ¼



1 ; w



"b ¼



2 ; w



"0 ¼ "b  "a ;



t¼



2! : w



Inserting Eqs. (7) into Eqs. (6), we obtain d2 u þ ½11 þ 2"11 cosð4!  2Þu þ 12 expð"0 !ÞÞv d!2 þ c1 expð"0 !Þ



dv dv þ 2c1 "1 cosð4!Þ expð"0 !Þ d! d!



þ 2c3 "1 cosð4!Þ expð"0 !Þv ¼ 0; d2 v du þ 21 expð"0 !Þu þ 22 v þ c2 expð"0 !Þ d!2 d! Fig. 3. Analytical frequency-response curve, A vs. w (cf. Eq. (5)), for "1 ¼ 0:8 and the remaining parameters as in Fig. 2.
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þ 2c2 "1 cosð4!Þ expð"0 !Þ ¼ 0;



du þ 2c4 "1 cosð4!Þ expð"0 !Þu d! ð8Þ Physica Scripta 67
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where the new parameters ij and "11 are given by



 22 þ b2n n expðbn !Þ



n¼1



11 ¼ "2a þ



2



4 3A þ 2 ; w2 w



12 ¼



2l1 "b ; w



þ ð21 expð"0 !ÞÞ



n¼þ1 X



n expðan !Þ



n¼1



21 ¼ c1 ¼



2"a l2 ; w



22 ¼ "2b þ



2l1 ; w



c2 ¼



2l2 ; w



2w22 ; w2



"11 ¼



c3 ¼ c4 ¼



3A2 ; 2w2



þ ðc2 expð"0 !ÞÞ



2l2 "a : w



n¼þ1 X



þ c2 "1 expð"0 !Þ



According to the Floquet theory, Eq. (8) has normal solutions given by uð!Þ ¼ expða!Þð!Þ ¼



n¼þ1 X



vð!Þ ¼ expðb!Þð!Þ ¼



þ c4 "1 expð"0 !Þ



n¼þ1 X



an n expðan2 !Þ



þ c4 "1 expð"0 !Þ



where



n¼þ1 X



n expðanþ2 !Þ



n¼1



ð9Þ



n¼1



an ¼ a þ 2in;



an n expðanþ2 !Þ



n¼1



n expðan !Þ;



n expðbn !Þ;



n¼þ1 X n¼1



þ c2 "1 expð"0 !Þ



n¼1 n¼þ1 X



an n expðan !Þ



n¼1



n¼þ1 X



n expðan2 !Þ ¼ 0:



bn ¼ b þ 2in;



Equating each of the coefﬁcients of the exponential functions to zero yields the following inﬁnite set of linear, algebraic, homogeneous equations for the m and m coefﬁcients



This means that x ¼ expðða  "a Þ!Þð!Þ;



ð11 þ a2m Þm þ ð"11 expð2iÞÞmþ2



y ¼ expððb  "b Þ!Þð!Þ;



ð10Þ



þ ð"11 expð2iÞÞm2 þ ð12 þ c1 bm Þ expð"0 !Þm



where the functions ð!Þ ¼ ð! þ Þ and ð!Þ ¼ ð! þ Þ replace the Fourier series. The quantities a and b are two complex numbers, while n and n are constants. Substituting Eqs. (9) into Eqs. (8) yields:



þ c1 "1 expð"0 !Þbm mþ2 þ c1 "1 expð"0 !Þbm m2



n¼þ1 X



ð11Þ



n¼1



þ c3 "1 expð"0 !Þmþ2 þ c3 "1 expð"0 !Þm2 ¼ 0; ð22 þ b2m Þm þ ð21 expð"0 !ÞÞm þ c2 expð"0 !Þam m þ c2 "1 expð"0 !Þam mþ2



ð11 þ a2n Þn expðan !Þ



þ c2 "1 expð"0 !Þam m2 þ c4 "1 expð"0 !Þmþ2



n¼1



þ ð"11 expð2iÞÞ



n¼þ1 X



n expðanþ2 !Þ



n¼1



þ ð"11 expð2iÞÞ



n¼þ1 X



n expðan2 !Þ



n¼1



þ ð12 þ c1 bn Þ expð"0 !Þ



n¼þ1 X



n expðbn !Þ



n¼1



þ c1 "1 expð"0 !Þ



n¼þ1 X



bn n expðbnþ2 !Þ



n¼1



þ c1 "1 expð"0 !Þ



n¼þ1 X



bn n expðbn2 !Þ



n¼1



þ c3 "1 expð"0 !Þ



n¼þ1 X



n expðbnþ2 !Þ



n¼1



þ c3 "1 expð"0 !Þ



n¼þ1 X n¼1
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n expðbn2 !Þ ¼ 0; Þ



þ c4 "1 expð"0 !Þm2 ¼ 0:



ð12Þ



For the nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the matrix in Eqs. (12) must vanish. Since the determinant is inﬁnite, we divide the  ﬁrst and second   expression of Eqs. (12) by 11  4m2 and 22  4m2 respectively for convergence considerations. Equating to zero the Hill’s determinant and setting a ¼ "a ; b ¼ "b ; we obtain the hypersurface which separates the stability domains from the instability domains. This hypersurface becomes a curve when two parameters of the system are varied. When "11 is small, approximate solutions can be obtained considering only the central rows and columns of the Hill’s determinant. The small determinant for this case is the sixth rows and sixth columns. Thus, in the ﬁrst order, the transition curves separating the stability domains from the instability domains corresponds to ð"a ; "b Þ ¼11 63 36 44 ð22 þ "2b Þð11 þ "2a Þ þ 11 66 ð22 þ "2b Þð11 þ "2a Þ  ð33 44  43 34 Þ þ "11 e2i 16 ð22 þ "2b Þ # Physica Scripta 2003
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 ð11 þ "2a Þ36 44  "11 e2i 66 ð22 þ "2b Þ  ð11 þ "2a Þð"11 e2i 44  43 14 Þ þ 52 25 "11 e2i 16 44 63 þ 52 25 66 "11 e2i ð"11 e2i 44  43 14 Þ þ ½41 ð22 þ "2b Þð11 þ "2a Þ  41 52 25   ½63 ð14 36  34 16 Þ þ 66 ð"11 e2i  34  33 14 Þ  ½61 43 ð22 þ "2b Þð11 þ "2a Þ þ 61 52 25 ð14 36  34 16 Þ þ ½61 44 ð22 þ "2b Þð11 þ "2a Þ þ 61 52 25 



Fig. 6. Stability domains (below the curves) in the ð"1 ; Eo Þ plane for w ¼ 1:2 and the remaining parameters as in Fig. 2.



 ð36 "11 e2i  33 16 Þ  11 25 52 66  ð33 44  43 34 Þ þ 11 52 25 63 36 44 "1 where the stability domain is large and other ranges where the stability domain is small. This is also shown in ¼ 0; ð13Þ Fig. 6 where the boundary limit is plotted in the ð"1 ; E0 Þ plane. In this ﬁgure, we have also plotted the stability where boundary obtained from the numerical simulation of Eqs. (2). For "1  0:45; the numerical and analytical curves 11 ¼ 11 þ ð"a  2iÞ2 ; 44 ¼ 22 þ ð"b  2iÞ2 ; show opposite behavior. This can be explained by the fact that the analytical curve is obtained from a truncation of 14 ¼ ð12 þ c1 ð"b  2iÞÞ; 25 ¼ ð12 þ c1 "b Þ; the Hill determinant which can be poor for large "1 : Let us consider the particular frequency w ¼ 1:2 and 36 ¼ ð12 þ c1 ð"b þ 2iÞÞ; 41 ¼ ð21 þ c2 ð"b  2iÞÞ; "1 ¼ 0:5; it appears from the Fig. 5 that the stability domain is comprised in the interval E0 2 ½0:0; 0:2633: To 52 ¼ ð21 þ c2 "a Þ; 63 ¼ ð21 þ c2 ð"a þ 2iÞÞ; verify our analytical results, we have drawn, after solving 34 ¼ ðc3 þ c1 ð"b þ 2iÞ2 Þ"1 ; 43 ¼ ðc4 þ c2 ð"a  2iÞ2 Þ"1 ; numerically Eqs. (2), a bifurcation diagram and the variation of the Lyapunov exponent as E0 varies. Our 61 ¼ ðc4 þ c2 ð"a þ 2iÞ2 Þ"1 ; 33 ¼ 11 þ ð"a þ 2iÞ2 ; results are reported in Fig. 7 where it is seen that a period-1 orbit exist for E < 0:29: After this critical value corre16 ¼ ðc3 þ c1 ð"b þ 2iÞ2 Þ"1 ; 66 ¼ 22 þ ð"b þ 2iÞ2 : sponding to the limit value of E0 for the stability of the harmonic oscillations, a transition from period-1 orbit to a In Fig. 5, we have drawn the stability boundary of the quasiperiodic behavior appears as conﬁrmed by the harmonic oscillations in the ðw; Eo Þ plane with the variation of the Lyapunov exponent in Fig. 7(ii). parameters of Fig. 2 for different values of "1 : The domain of stable harmonic oscillations is the region below the curves. In comparison to the case "1 ¼ 0 (constant coupling), it is found that as "1 varies, there are ranges of 4. Bifurcation and transition to chaos The aim of this section is to ﬁnd some bifurcation sequences and how chaos arises in our parametric model as the parameters of the system evolve. For this purpose, the periodic stroboscopic bifurcation diagram of the coordinate x is used to map the transitions (the stroboscopic time period is T ¼ 2=w). The control parameters are the amplitude E0 of the external excitation and the amplitude of the parametric modulation. Figure 8 presents a bifurcation diagram and the variation of the corresponding Lyapunov exponent versus the amplitude E0 for "1 ¼ 0:5: The following transitions are observed. As E0 increases from zero, the amplitude of the symmetrical periodic oscillations increases until E0 ¼ 4:67 where the symmetrical behavior bifurcates into an asymmetrical oscillatory state. Then at E0 ¼ 6:15: a tiny multiperiodic Fig. 5. Effects of the amplitude "1 on the stability domains (enclosed transition appears and the system passes into another spaces) in the ðw; Eo Þ plane, (a) "1 ¼ 0:0; (b) "1 ¼ 0:25; (c) "1 ¼ 0:5; periodic state. As E0 increases further, a period doubling (d) "1 ¼ 0:9 and the remaining parameters as in Fig. 2. transition takes place at E0 ¼ 13:76: At E0 ¼ 19:17; the period-2 orbit bifurcates to a period-4 orbit and the period # Physica Scripta 2003
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Fig. 7. Transition from the stability domain to the instability domain for w ¼ 1:2 and the remaining parameters as in Fig. 2. (i) Bifurcation diagram showing the coordinate x vs. E0 : (ii) The variation of the corresponding Lyapunov exponent.



Fig. 8. (i) Bifurcation diagram showing the coordinate x vs. E0 : (ii) The variation of the corresponding Lyapunov exponent with w2 ¼ 1:2; w ¼ 1:3; 1 ¼ 0:1; 2 ¼ 0:3; l1 ¼ 0:01; l2 ¼ 0:06;  ¼ 1:32; "1 ¼ 0:5:



we have a period-1 orbit. This effects of "1 can be used as a sort of chaos controller. doubling cascade continues leading to a small chaotic window. This window suddenly bifurcates into a period-3 orbit. Another set of period doubling sequences leads to a more larger chaotic domain for E0 ¼ 20:65 to E0 ¼ 25: But let us note that for E0 ¼ 22:6 to E0 ¼ 25; the system shows a weak or transient chaos characterizes by a sort of fractal nature of the basin of attraction. In fact, in this domain, it is found that chaos appears only for some initial conditions. This behavior manifests itself in Fig. 8(ii) by small values of the Lyapunov exponent and in Fig. 8(i) by a sudden expansion of the bifurcation diagram. This type of behavior is characteristic of the hard Dufﬁng equation as reported by Pezeshki and Dowell in Ref. [16]. At the other side of the chaotic domain, a reverse period doubling sequence takes place leading to a period-1 orbit (harmonic oscillations). Figure 9 presents other types of bifurcation sequences for E0 varying from 9.4 to 10.4 and other set of parameters. The following transition are observed. A period-4 orbit exists until E0 ¼ 9:77 where appears the transition from period-4 orbit to a series of period doubling to the onset of chaos at E0 ¼ 9:81. The chaotic sea breaks down at E0 ¼ 10:04 and a period-1 orbit (harmonic oscillations) is born. In Fig. 10, the control parameter is the amplitude "1 of the parametric coupling. Sudden transition to chaos is present here for decreasing of the amplitude "1 . The chaotic sea is from "1 ¼ 0 and "1 ¼ 0:82, then it breaks down and Physica Scripta 67



5. Conclusion In this paper, we have studied the dynamics of an electromechanical system described by an electrical Dufﬁng oscillator coupled gyroscopically and parametrically to a linear mechanical oscillator. Using respectively the harmonic balance method and the Floquet theory, we have found



Fig. 9. Bifurcation diagram showing the coordinate x vs. Eo with w2 ¼ 1; w ¼ 1:3; 1 ¼ 0:001; 2 ¼ 0:3; l1 ¼ 0:01; l2 ¼ 0:02;  ¼ 1:32; "1 ¼ 0:5: # Physica Scripta 2003
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stability boundaries of each type of oscillations is interesting for the technological exploitation of the devices. The study of the device with a self-sustained electrical component of the Van der Pol type in place of the Dufﬁng oscillator has been carried out recently [13].
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Fig. 10. Bifurcation diagram showing the coordinate x vs. "1 for E0 ¼ 9:9 and the remaining parameters as in Fig. 9.
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